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I SHEAR AND LONGITUDINAL WAVES FROM H E

DETONATIONS IN TUFF- -Comparison of Tuff and Granite Data

by

Harry R. Nicholls I/and Verne E. Hooker I

I INTRODUCTION

The investigations described in this report were performed by APRL

as part of the VELA UNIFORM Point Source Research Program under
Contract No. Z939, ARPA Order No, 172-61, Project Code No. 8100.
The scope of the work as proposed to and authorized by the Defense
Atomic Support Agency were:

1. To conduct an experimental research program to investi-
gate the generation of shear and longitudinal waves. Tests

to be conducted in two media under varying geologic con-

ditions and using high explosives as a source.

2. To conduct an experimental research program to investi-
gate the effects of characteristic impedance matching in

I two media using several types of high explosives.

Results obtained from field tests conducted in a granite-gneiss medium

as part of the program were reported previously (Nicholls and Hooker,

1962). This report presents the results from a series of field tests con-

ducted in tuff near Camp Verde, Arizona. This report also compares

the similarities and differences between data obtained in tuff and granite-
gneiss.

I/ Research Geophysicist.

Both authors are with the Applied Physics Research Laboratory,

Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior. College Park, Md.

Work on manuscript completed August 1963
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INSTRUMENTATION I

Strain gages and accelerometers were used. The strain gages consisted
of resistance-wire strain gage elements, mounted on short lengths of

2-1/8 inch diameter tuff core (Obert and Duvall, 1949). The tuff was ob-
"ained from the Nevada Test Site to expedite the program. Commercially

available piezo-electric accelerometers were cemented to the cores with J
an -epoxy cement. Figure I shows a core with strain gage attached at

upper end and accelerometer mounted and sealed with neoprene cement.
Surface instrumentation was accomplished with accelerometers mounted I
to solid steel gage mounts. Battery operated pre-amplifiers were used

in conjunction with the accelerometers to provide electrical impeckance

matching and to minimize signal reduction from line losses.

The output signals from the gages were carried by 500 feet long shielded I
cables to a recording trailer. These signals were fed into a 14-channel

pre-amplifier system inside the trailer. These amplifiers provided the -r
necessary electrical impedance match between gage and recorder and

provided amplification or attenuation as needed to deliver proper input

voltages to the recorder. The recorder was a 14-channel FM magnetic

record-reproduce system. Readout of the data was accomplished by

playback from the tape recorder system into a direct-writing oscillograph.

The output of a timing oscillator was played into the oscillograph during

playback to provide reference timing lines on each paper record. A

chronograph contactor or target was inserted into each charge when a

zero time was desired. The target and appropriate circuitry produced a
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steep-fronted pulse at the instant of charge detonation. The overall fre-
quency response of the system was considered to be flat (+ 12%) from
10-10,000 cycles per second.

Amplitude analysis was accomplished by calibrating the system, exclusive
of gages, with a known input signal prior to each shot. The known cali-
bration signal, the recorded earth motion pulse, pre-amplifier gain, and
gage sensitivity were then used to calculate the amplitude. Playback
records were made for analysis after each shot during the field program I
to determine proper pre-amplifier gain settings for subsequent shots.
Additional playbacks were made for final analysis at the laboratory. All
acceleration data from the deep shots were integrated electronically to
yield particle velocity for comparison with strain data. The frequency
response of the integration system was flat (+ ZO%)from 40-10, 000 cycles I
per second.

The instrumentation for rate of detonation measurement of each explosive I
consisted of two chronograph contactors, a go-circuit, a stop-circuit, and
a microsecond interval counter. As the detonation of the explosive pro- I
ceeded up the explosive column, the first chronograph contactor started
the counter. As the detonation wave arrived at the second contactor, at
a known distance from the first, the counter stopped. Interval times and I
distances were recorded for rate of detonation calculations.

TEST SITE

All tests were conducted in a water-lain volcanic tuff deposit near Camp
Verde, Arizona. The specific location was the NE 1/4, SW 1/4, SE 1/4,
Section 19, TI3N, R6E of the Gila and Salt River Base and Meridian.
The general area known as the Cottonwood Basin was located approxi-
mately ten miles southeast of Camp Verde between State Highway 9 and
the Verde River. The location constituted part of the Coconino National [
Forest and was under the direct supervision of the Beaver Greek Forest

Ranger Station. T

Lithologically, the Hackberry Mountain tuff is of recent origin, possibly

deposited as recently as 1, 000 years ago. Many facies changes are evi-

dent in the several hundred feet of section exposed in outcrops, arroyos,

and road cuts. The deposit includes loosely-cemented tuff, tuff-breccia,

I
I
I
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Iand agglomerate. Large boulders of tuff are prevalent higher up in the
geologic section. Thin layers of sandstone are obvious lower in the section.
The area tested appeared to be a uniform non-welded tuff with soil cover
ranging from none to about five feet. The tuff is generally grey or buff in
color and becomes brown or pink when wet. Two 50 feet deep NX core
holes were drilled to inspect the tuff in the area of interest. Visual in-
spection of the recovered core indicated a rather uniform tuff section with
no breccia or agglomerate encountered. The tuff, however, was not uni-
form based upon laboratory mechanical property tests and upon subsequent
in situ velocity determinations. The longitudinal and shear velocities of
the core samples were determined in the laboratory by the resonant fre-
quency method. The elastic constants were calculated from the velocities

and the density of the tuff. As shown in table 1, the tuff samples could be
divided into two distinct types based on velocity and density measurements.
The shear and longitudinal velocities were also measured in situ. These

j values, considered reliable within + 3%, are given in table I with the cal-
culated elastic constants.

I SHEAR WAVE GENERATION

I Test Purpose

A considerable amount of data concerning the generation and propagation
of shear waves has been obtained and reported from the tests in granite-
gneiss (Nicholls and Hooker, 1962). Conclusions previously stated from
the analysis of the granite-gneiss data were that the medium was probably
a prime mechanism of shear wave generation and that no shear wave en-
hancement due to shot hole geometry was discernible. The granite-gneiss,
due to the gneissic banding, may have contributed significantly to shear
wave generation and overshadowed such possible sources as cratering or
the radial cracking in the vicinity of the shot hole.

It was believed that the tuff would be a more homogeneous, isotropic

medium than the granite-gneiss. Thus, identification of shot hole con-

ditions and/or other source conditions which contributed significantly to

shear wave generation- might be accomplished. In addition, coverage was

to be expanded so that data were recorded 4.round the circumference of a

large diameter circle from detonations at the center. Coverage would be

around a full 3600 rather than about 1700 as in previous work.
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I Experimental Procedure

Preliminary surface testing in the tuff was designed to determine the
following: whether shear waves could be generated by detonating small
explosive charges, and if so, optimum charge size for shear wave gen-1eration; propagation laws for elastic waves traveling near the surface
of the tuff; shear and longitudinal propagation velocities in the medium;[verification of techniques and methods previously used.

To effect the study, a series of shallow vertical holes 1-1/2 inches in
I diameter and 8 inches deep were drilled in the tuff. Soil cover at these

locations was removed. A plan view of the test holes is shown in
figure 2. Gage mounts consisted of solid steel blocks attached by press
fit to studs which were 6 inches long and l/Z inch in diameter. The
studs were set in a hole as shown in figure 3. Grout was then poured
around the stud and'inside a cardboard form to a depth on the mount of
I/Z inch. The grout used had been developed for use in tuff by the
Concrete Division of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station, at Jackson, Mississippi. The properties of the grout were as
shown in table 1.

I Gages were attached by screws to each mount. Electrical isolation was

obtained by inserting a small insulating washer between the accelero-

I meter and the mount. Two gages were used at each location, one
oriented to measure radial motion, and a second oriented to measure
horizontal transverse motion. Small charges of high explosives were

detonated, and earth motions were recorded at the gage locations with

shot-to-gage distances varying from 50 to 200 feet.

On the basis of the data from the surface linear array, a surface circular

array of gage locations was laid out with a radius of 100 feet as shown in
figure 4. A charge weight of .075 pounds of a 4516 bulk strength semi-
gelatin type of explosive was chosen for most of the succeeding shots.

I Instrumentation limitations permitted the use of six pairs of gages on

each shot although there were 8 possible gage locations around the circle.

A total of ten shots were detonated with a pair of gages at each location

from southwest, clockwise, to east, inclusive. Figure 5 is an enlarged

view of the shot point locations. The gages were then moved to locations

ranging from east, clockwise, to northwest, inclusive and an additional
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ten shots were detonated with depths, etc., corresponding to those of the

first ten shots. Charges in shot holes 8 to 10, 12 to 15, 18 and 20 to 25,
were detonated at various depths to investigate the effect of charge depth

and/or cratering on the amplitudes of the generated shear waves. Charge -

depths varied from 0.S to 3.83 feet. The charges were 1-1/8 inches in
diameter, I to 2 inches long and tamped to completely fill the hole. A

seismic type electric blasting cap was used to initiate each charge deto-
nation. A chronograph contactor was inserted into each charge to pro- -:

vide a zero or detonation time.

Shots 11 and 19 were placed at a depth of 3.83 feet and the shot hole was
then filled to the surface with grout. The grout was permitted to harden
before detonating the explosive in an attempt to simulate a point source
type of charge. Shots 16 and 26 'each consisted of a 1-foot long charge of
400 grain/foot detonating fuse. The charge was centered in the hole pro- 7
viding an annular air space 112 inch thick around the charge. The air "L

space decoupled the charge from the drill hole and reduced the amount -r
of cracking and crushing in the hole.

Shots 17 and 27 each consisted of two charges joined by detonating fuse.

These shots were based on the principle of pre-splitting (Paine. Holmes

and Clark, 1962). The purpose was to establish and propagate a crack
between the two holes ( 2 feet apart) and thereby enhance the amplitude I
of the shear wave generated. Shot 7 was not useable, however, be-
cause the detonating fuse did not detonate the second charge and ampli-

tudes from the single charge were too small to be recorded.

Data Analysis

A typical set of particle acceleration versus time records from the
surface linear array is shown in figure 6. The arrivals of the longi-
tudinal and shear waves are noted as P and S respectively. The re-

sponse of the radial gages indicates one difficulty encountered through-

out the test series. The first peak (downward for these records) was

generally much smaller in amplitude than the second peak. This is not

typical of most other rock types i"nvestigated. It was impossible to

acbieve optimum gain settings for both the first and second peaks, so
the amplitude of most first peaks as recorded is small. The first -

arrival of the pulse and the subsequent propagation velocity was there-

fore subject to more error than normal. However, because of large
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travel times, the error was not excessive. The limitation of "picking'
the first arrival time precisely, precludes the use of this early portion I
of the pulse for period or pulse width study.

Figure 7 shows an enlargement of radial and transverse recordings and i
the measurements made. The quality of both tracings shown is con-
sidered good. The radial gage tracing is representative of all radial I
data. About 50% of the transverse data are of this quality and the hal-i
ance vary from poor to no recognizable shear wave arrival.

Table 2 gives the data from shots 2 through 7 of the surface linear
array. Shear wave arrivals were not identifiable at shot-to-gage dis-

tances less than 95 feet. No useable information was recorded at
250 feet because of lack of sensitivity in recording.

The calculated longitudinal and shear wave propagation velocities were
5, S60 and 3, Z30 feet/second, respectively. I
Figure 8 includes plots of scaled particle acceleration versus scaled
distance for data from the first and second peaks. Most of the data is
from the radial gages. The second peak data are about a factor of four
larger than the first peak data, and have a slightly lower slope. The
transverse or shear wave data are shown with solid symbols. The first I
peak shear wave data are not con* de red reliable because of the limita-

tions in picking the first portion of the pulse. The second peak shear
wave amplitude data agree with the corresponding radial motion ampli- 1
tudes both in slope and magnitude.

Scaled period data have been plotted versus scaled distance as shown in
figure 9. The period data may be interpreted. in either of two ways.
At a given distance, the period of a pulse generated by a small charge
will be substantially smaller than the period from a large charge. For
a given charge size, the period of a pulse recorded at a small distance I
will be substantially less than the period recorded at large distances. 1
Both interpretations are substantially correct. If frequency, the re-

ciprocal of period, is considered, the frequency from small charges is

higher than from large charges and frequency decreases with distance
traveled as would be expected. The few data points from shear waves
indicate that somewhat shorter periods or higher frequencies might be

I
T
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i Tracing of record from radial gage

IA
1B

Tracing of record from transverse gage

TA = Arr ival of P or Swave
I A or A!= I st peak amplitude

8 or &B= 2nd peak amplitude

C or C! One-half pulse widthI 0 or DY = Record base line
Irig 7 - Typical ftta nmwasu~ts- Smrface Stuies.



14. TABLE 2.- Surface linear array test data 7

-i

Shot No., Gage I/ Distance Scaled Acceleration -I

charge weight., orientation- distance lot peak

charge volume t IAft RIV A-

ft/ft g'

2 R 51 455 .0658
W=. 101 lb R 103 920 .00482

V*=. 112 ft I

3 R 49 345 -

W=.207 lb R 101 711 .00759

V*- 142 ft ft 150.5 1060 .00183

4 R 47 290 .204

W=.303 lb R 99 611 .0158

Vf. R 148.5 917 .00435

R 197.5 1219 .00181 1
5 R 99 798 .0247

W=. 135 lb T 151 1218 .00400

Vt. 1:3 ft R Z00.5 1617 .000900

T 200.5 1617 .00962

6 R 97 78Z -

W=. 135 lb T 97 782 .0249

VR=.J24ft R 149 1202 .00190

R 198.5 1601 .000900

T 198.5 1601 .00231

7 R 95 963 .00254

W=. 068 lb T 95 963 .0143

V 0R 147 1491 .00222

R 196.5 1993 .000571

T 196.5 1993 .00299

11 R = Radial gage; T = Transverse gage. measured values are shear motion.
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I TABLE 2. - Surface linear array test data

I Scaled Acceleration Scaled Period Scaled. Arrival Arrival
acceleration 2nd peak acceleration period time time

let peak 2nd peak T/Vi. P wave S wave

AV g-ft A. gs AAV g-ft T, ms ms lft ms ms

I .00737 .165 .0185 Z.65 23.7
.000540 .289 .0324 4.22 37.7

.395 0561 2.65 18.7 8.76
S 00108 .0493 .00700 4.54 32.0 17.01

.000260 .0183 .00260 3.91 27.5 28.04

' .0330 .663 .107 2.71 16.7 8.25I .00256 .111 .0180 3.91 24.1 17.51

.000705 .0275 .00446 4.28 26.4 27.66

.000293 .00726 .00118 6.30 38.9 36.04

1 .00307 .0494 .00612 Z.71 21.8 18.27

I 000496 .0105 .00130 3.15 25.4 52.35
:000112 .00360 .000446 5.67 45.7 36.47

.000573 .00782 .000970 3.65 29.4 62.56

I . 0 552 .00635 1.89 15.2 18.27

.00309 .0497 .00616 2.27 18.3 29.30

.000236 .0114 .00141 3.02 24.3 26.52

.000112 .00234 .000290 5.92 47.7 34.02

I .000286 .00480 .000595 3.59 28.9 59.85

.000250 .0355 .00350 2.58 26.1 17.58

.00141 .0374 .00369 2.39 24.1 28.85

.000219 .0104 .00103 4.50 46.5 24.95

I .0000563 .00228 .000225 4.54 45.9 35.78

.000295 .00359 .000354 4.73 47.8 58.46

I
I

I
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.08 - AV*= 7. 65x 106 (R/V)315

.06 0

.04

'X 0 0

.01
.008

z
0 .000

.004

U

.0-z

U

.001

hi .0006.: =4.88x10'(R/~) 3

ra .0004 A I st peak, radial

o 2-nd peak, radial

& Iat peak.transverse
0002 -- Z-nd peak. transverseA

100 ZOO 400 600 1000 ZOOO 4000

SCALED DISTANCE-RIV 4 , ftlft

Fig. 8 - Scaled Particle Acceleration versus Scaled Distance-
Surface Linear Array
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expected from shear waves than rom longitudinal waves. However. the

period data as read from shear and longitudinal waves may not be directly

comparable. Furthermore, the small differences noted would not provide j
sufficient separation for the use of electronic filtering as a routine tool for

identification of shear waves. I

Dat from the surface circular array are given in table 3. The range of

scaled distaces (67Z feetifeet to 1140 feetifeet) does not permit a com- I
parison of accelerations directly. Scaled accelerations vary by more than

a factor of five over these scaled distances if the regression slope. -3.15

is considered valid for these data. All values were therefore adjusted or j
-mormaized to the values which would have been obtained had all the gages

been placed at a scaled distance of 1000 feetifeet. Also, the data from

shots 16, 17. and Z6. have been adjusted for the difference in charge sizes.

The adjusted radial or lngitoudi al values are given in table 4. The data

are rearranged by shot depth. shot hole condition and direction. The data

appear to be quite random at first glance. Usual statistical analysis

methods are too rigorous considering the number of unfilled blanks in the

table. Also, from the surface linear array, scatter by a factor of about

2.5 tnes would be within one standard deviation of a least square deter-

oination. If direction or shot is considered separately, most values in

ite table would fail within plus or munus one standard deviatin from the

mean for the set of data. General conclustons can be drawn as follows:

1. Values obtained in north, northeast, or east direction are

higher than values obtained in the other directions. I
Z. Values obtained in the *oth direction are lower than values

obtained in other directions. I

3. The most scatter occurs in the north direction and the least

in the south, direction.

4. The largest anplitudes are generally associated with

shots 8, 1. 12, 17. and 18, which are at shallow depths.

S. The valaes frmn %e decoupled shots 16 and Z6 are smaller

tkbn coupled sbot data as epected.
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I 6. The values from shots 11, 14, and 23, are smaller in general,
and are from the deepest shots. However, shot 19 does not fit

I this pattern.

7. On the basis of statement 4 and 6. a slight trend of decreasing
longitudinal amplitude with increasing shot hole depth may be
implied.

I Shear wave acceleration amplitudes have been tabulated in table S. The
values have been adjusted for a scaled distance of 1000 feet/feet and for aIscaled charge size of . 10Z feet. No values are given for the gage in the
northeast direction because of the "ringing ' or oscillatory character of
data from this location which obscured shear wave arrivals. Shear waves
were identified on about 84% of the records where "ringing" did not exist.
Siear wave generation, transmission, and identification are generally good.[ ~ Slear wave amplitudes are usually less than the corresponding longitudinal
wave amplitudes. General conclusions can be drawn as follows:

11. Shear wave amplitudes were greater in the east and northwest
directions.

Z. Shear wave amplitudes were smaller in the north and south-
east directions.

3. The most scatter occurs in the west direction and the least
in the north direction.

4. Shear wave amplitudes appear to be considerably larger from
I the charges which were cemented in place.

An analysis technique used in the granite report (Nicholls and Hooker. 1961)
I was again used in analyzing the data from tuff. A certain amount of ran-

domness existed in the longitudinal wave amplitude from point to point
around the circle. Additional variations were noted at the same gage lo-

cations from two shots at different positions but at the same depth. These

variations are attributed to variations in the rock either at the shothole

or over the propagation path, or both. The variations evident in the longi-
tudinal wave amplitudes might also be expected to appear in the recorded

I amplitudes of the shear waves. In an attempt to remove the variations.

I
I
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the shear amplitudes were expressed as a ratio of the longitudinal ampli-
tudes and are given in table 6. General conclusions can be drawn as
follows:

1. Largest values for the ratio of amplitudes were obtained in
the south and northwest directions.

S2. Smallest ratio values were obtained in the north direction.

3. Largest values of the ratio of amplitude were obtained from
shots 11, 14. 19, 23, 24, and 25, which were the deepest
shots.

4. A few high values for the ratio were obtained from shots 16
and Z6 which were the decoupled shots.

I All period data were converted to frequency so that the predominant fre-
quencies obtained from shear and longitudinal waves could be compared.
The average frequency of the longitudinal waves was 335 * 37 cycles per
second. The average frequency for the shear waves was 358 * 69 cycles
per second. The average of the ratios of longitudinal frequency to shear
frequency was 1. 06 k. 17. These data verify that no real differences exist
in the frequencies of the two waves as reconded. Filtering techniques
under these conditions would have added nothing to identification of the
shear waves.

Table 7 gives a summary of the data obtained from the circular array.
The velocities and amplitudes are averaged for each direction. The
elastic constants are calculated assuming the density of tuff to be 106
pounds per cubic foot. No real correlation between the elastic constants
and shear wave amplitude was discernible. The amplitude of the shear

wave was strongly affected by direction of propagation. For many indi-
vidual pairs of records, a correlation exists between the shear and longi-
tudinal wave amplitudes. The shear amplitude is usually larger if the
longitudinal amplitude is small and vice versa.

A strong velocity gradient exists in the test area increasing in the south
and southwest directions. Additionally. shot point location has a strong
effect on propagation velocities. Those shot points east of a north-south

I
I
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3T
line through the center of the area yield velocities up to 400 feet per
second faster, measured in any radial direction, than shot points west
of the center line. Most of these shot points are less than 10 feet apart.

On the basis of the in situ velocity changes noted and the laboratory de-

termined values, the tuff appears to be a very inhomogeneous mass with

many stringers, lenses, boulders, etc. The medium changes drastically I
laterally and with depth and these variations are not visually detectable.

Discussion of Results I

No unique physical mechanism was determined as the source of generated
shear waves. Charge depth, maximum crater formation, minimum shot

hole fracturing through decoupled shots did not have strong effects on the
amplitude of the shear wave generated. The amplitude of both longitudinal I
and shear waves was dependent upon the direction of propagation. The
ratio of shear to longitudinal amplitudes also varied with azimuth. I

The period of frequency of both wave types varied slightly with azimuth.
However, no significant differences existed between the predominant fre- J
quencies of either wave due to depth, shothole condition, or direction.

The results generally compare with those obtained from similar tests in

granite (Nicholls and Hooker, 1962). Similar results have also been re-
ported from large chemical explosive tests and from nuclear tests. I

Conclusions

The primary purpose of this portion of the program was to study the

generation and propagation of shear waves from an explosive source and

to compare these results to theory and to longitudinal waves propagated j
in the same media. It was believed that a better understanding of shear

waves might assist in the identification of the type of earth motion which

generated particular seismic waves. That is, some distinction between

man-made and naturally-induced seismic waves might provide a positive

nuclear detection system. I
The study of shear waves appeared to offer a simple solution since a

point source theoretically should not generate shear waves. Studies in

two rock types, granite and tuff, indicate that under the test conditions l
1:



!

I imposed, shear waves are always present. The presence or absence of
shear waves does not appear to be adequate to delineate between explo-
sive and natural seismic sources.

In both rock types, it is assumed that conditions approaching a point
source were never met sufficiently to preclude shear wave generation.
Additionally, the inhomogeneity and isotropy of both Pock types may
have contributed greatly to the shear wave generation. Any departure
from symmetry at the source or from a uniform media generates shear
waves or converts other waves to shear waves. The amount of fractur-

Iing and crushing of rock at the source appears to have little bearing on

the amplitude of shear waves.

I A directional effect was noted in both granite and tuff with shear wave

enhar:ement in preferred directions in both rock types. The directional

effect undoubtedly varies from one site to another and probably within a

site if the medium is not uniform.

I Shear waves are probably generated by all explosive sources because

of non-symmetry and enharced by conversion during propagation.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE COUPLING

I Test Purpose

The primary purpose of the linear array test series in tuff was to study
the effects of characteristic impedance matching in the tuff medium. The
characteristic impedance of a rock is defined as the product of rock
density and longitudinal propagation velocity. Similarly, for an explo-
sive, characteristic impedance is the product of explosive density and
detonation velocity. The ratio of the characteristic impedance of the
explosive to the characteristic impedance of the rock is defined as the
characteristic impedance ratio. It has been shown that if this ratio is
nearly 1.0, the pressure or stress transmitted to the medium is approxi-
mately the pressure generated by the explosion and that the energy trans-
ferred to the rock is a maximum (Nicholls and Hooker, 1962). If the

ratio is much less than 1.0, the stress in the medium is greater than
that predicted by acoustic theory but the amount of energy transferred is
considerably less. Shock wave theory indicates that pressure enhance-j ment may be greater than the factor of 2.0 predicted by acoustic theory
(Courant and Friedricks, 1948; Nicholls and Duvall, 1963).

I The test was designed to provide data for a study of the effects of char-
acteristic impedance on explosion-generated strain, acceleration, and
particle velocity and strain energy. The tests in granite covered a
range of characteristic impedance ratios from . 16 to . 52. The tests in
tuff as planned would provide data over a range of ratios from .40 to
1.90. This range was not accomplished in the tuff however.

I Experimental Procedure

The linear array test area was prepared by air drilling 6-inch diameter
shotholes and 3-inch diameter gage holes vertically to a depth so that
the center of gravity of the explosive charges and the recording gages
would be on a common horizontal plane at an average depth of 26 feet.
In the process of drilling, air blast caused considerable erosion on the
walls of the holes. Subsequently, all gage holes were reamed to 3-1/4
inches in diameter to insure easier and more reliable placement of the
gages.
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A core of rock with a strain gagc and accelerometer attached, as pre-
viously described in this report, was cemented into each gage hole. The I
cores were tuff, obtained from the Nevada Test Site. On the basis of
laboratory determined mechanical properties of the tuff core (table 1),
the tuff could be divided into two types. The distinction between types I
was not as great as for the Hackberry Mountain tuff and did not signi-
ficantly affect the results. The properties of the grout used to cement
these gages in were given in table 1. These gage units were placed with
sufficient accuracy so that shot-to-gage distances were known within
0.2 feet and were oriented to measure radial strains and particle motions. j
A plan view of the test area is shown in figure 10. Two parallel sets of
drillholes are shown. The BI-B4 series of holes were used for small
charges detonated as calibration shots. Holes SI-$8 were shotholes and I
holes At I thru At 12 were gage holes.

The shooting sequence in each of the two arrays was from the outermost I
hole toward the gage holes so that no broken rock was between the shot
and the gages. Strain and particle acceleration were recorded from each
shot at six different shot-to-gage distances. No data were obtained from
one accelerometer because of a broken lead wire down in the hole which
could not be reached for repair.

The explosive charges were single, rigid packed cartridges 5-1/2 inches I
in diameter and 30 inches in length. Physical properties of the four ex-
plosives used are given in table 8. Each charge was primed at the bottom
with a No. 6 seismic electric blasting cap and a -0-gram PETN booster. I
Detonation rates of the explosives were measured by inserting a pair of
targets 2 feet apart in the cylindrical charge and recording the time for
the detonation wave to travel from one target to the other on a micro-
second chronograph counter. Three feet of sand stemming was sufficient
to contain three of the explosives and yet permit the hole to blow so that re-

entry could be made for cavity measurements. However, the first two
shots of SG 45 did not blow, and after unsuccessful attempts at cavity re-

entry, the sand stemming was reduced to 2 feet for the remaining SG 45

shots.

I
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I Data Analysis

A set of typical records obtained in tuff is shown in figure 11. Trace 2

represents the radial particle velocity at gage A5 as electronically inte-

grated from the recorded acceleration. At the shot-to-gage distances

of the test series, the pulse shapes of radial strain and radial particle

velocity should be identical as is evident in comparing the early parts

of traces I and 2. In later portions of the traces, agreement is not ex-

pected because of reflections from the air-tuff surface. The time and
amplitude measurements made on each recorded pulse for detailed

I study are shown in figure 12.

Strain

The primary purpose of the analysis of the strain pulse data was to de-

termine how radial strain was propagated in tuff and how it was affected

by different explosives. Also, the arrival times of the strain pulses were

used in the determination of the subsurface propagation velocity. An

attempt was made to record a zero or detonation time for the first few

shots but extreme shot noise which deteriorated the quality of these

records forced abandonment of the procedure. As a result, interval

arrival times, using the closest gage to the shot as a reference, were
used for propagation velocity measurements. Velocity variations were

noted at depth as in the surface studies. However. an additional con-

tributing factor to the variations in the subsurface data may have been

that propagation velocity varied with stress level. The average propa-

I gation velocity for all 16 shots was 6.080 + 460 feet per second.

From strain record measurements, peak strain versus scaled distance

was plotted on log-log coordinates for each of the 16 shots. Study of

these plots revealed that nominal gage sensitivities were not proper and

to some extent, gage corrections would be needed. Probable causes of

such differences in sensitivity are either in the elastic properties of the

cement or the degree of bonding between the gage and rock. To obtain

I the amplitude corrections, a least-square line was determined for each

shot and an analysis of variance made for the total number of shots, The

statistical analysis indicated that a common slope could be used for all of

the data. A standard gage was selected from each array and ratios of the

!
I
I
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I. Strain (p& in/in) recorded 34I
Ot gage g 5

2. Velocity (in/sec) integrated .925

from gage A 5I

3. Acceleration (ges) recorded 4.52
of gage 5

6.250 milliseconds

Shot no. 17- S6
Explosive -26.6 lb AD010
Distance x 30 f t

"19- 11 -TYPICali. leShApeS.
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recorded strain to the strain value on the common slope line at each of the
other gage positions for each array were obtained for each shot- The
average ratio obtained for each gage was as follows-. &1-1.51. *2-2.44,
*3-3.09, *4-Z.06, t5-Z.91, 4- standard, *7-l.S3, 4E-3.01. *9-stavdiard,
*10-1.23, *ll-3.55, *l2-1.3S,and these ratios were applied as a malti-
plying correction factor to the compressive and tensile amplitudles of each
strain recording. lsme strain data. with adjusted ampliues, are given

in tables 9 to 12.

1lots of adjusted strain data versus scaled distance for each ezplosive arej
given in figures 13 to 16 and show that strain can be represented as a
fnction of distance by the ehuation:J

where a II 1

G peak compressive strain,

K = strain intercept comstam* at a scaled1
distance of 1,

R = sbot-to-gage distance.

YLcube root of the charge voheme, scaling
factor.

RIVI scaled dfistance,1

and Mn expon~ent or slope of the regression, curve-.

Thme tensile phnase of the strain pulses was fommod to be c rtvl re
Hanm the compressive phiase over most of the scaled distance ramge covered

in these tests. This presented probflems in aetermim gain settings for
obtinig atizamrecords during the fjiefld pmntgram..- LxX-11og coordimade

plots of the adjusted temsile strain versus scaled distance are sbin in
figures 17 to 20. The tensile strain data. were represented by the same
functiom givem by eq1uation. (1)). Omly the daU represemed by circles on
each plot were tused for The regression, amaliysis.

lime strain data represenited by tiazagles indicaes Anatf the tensile phase
of the strain pulse reaches a --- at a scaled dihan e of aboutp
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J 40 ft/ft and then decreases with decreased shot-to-gage distance. At a
scaled distance of less than 6.7 ft/ft, no tensile phase exists within the
first 80 milliseconds after the arrival of the strain pulse. Similar results
have been noted in salt (Nicholls and Hooker, 196Za). Duvall (1953) has
shown that this phenomena is theoretically predicted. He stated "as the

j distance from the cavity decreases, the oscillatory nature of the pulse de-
creases". In Duvall$ s paper, the strain-wave pulse becomes one-sided
(compression only) at a distance of from 2 to 5 times the cavity radius.IThe cavity is the resultant cavity after detonation of the explosive charge.
Both compressive and tensile strain propagation law constants and their

j standard deviations are given in table 13.

The radial strain energy radiated outward per unit area is given by the
equation:

3
Ea 2 2 d t (2)

where Ea total radial strain energy per unit area,

p = rock density,

Ic = longitudinal propagation velocity of the rock,

a C= radial compressive strain,

t = time.

The method used for obtaining the integral portion of the energy equation
was to plot the square of the radial compressive strain as a function of
time and then evaluate the area under the curve by the trapezoidal rule
of approximation. The energy, Ea, the distance, R, and the scaled
quantities for each are summarized by explosive in tables 14 to 17. For
those records obtained over small shot-to-gage distances, where long
term compressive yielding or permanent deformation occurred (see the 2

upper trace of figure 12), no energy data could be calculated. Plots of
scaled energy versus scaled distance were made on log-log coordinate
paper as shown in figures 21 to 24. The linear grouping of the data indi-
cates that the propagation of scaled radial strain energy per unit area may

be represented by the equation:

I
1
I
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[TABLE 14. - Strain energy data- Explosive AD 10

Shot designation, Shot-to-gage Scaled Energy per Scaled energy

charge weight, distance distance unit area per unit area
charge volume, R RVi E.i volumel

ft ftit ft-lb/ft2  ft-lblft2 lft

. x 10 - 3  x 10 - 3

5- SIO 35 47.0 613 822

W=26.6 lb 45 60.4 233 313

V=.412 cuft 55 73.8 132 177

V= .745 ft 70 93.9 61.7 82.8
80 107 24.8 33.2
90 121 45.6 61.2

9- S13 60 80.5 147 197

W=26.6 lb 50 67.1 124 166
V=. 412 cuft 40 53.7 605 812

V*= .745 ft 25 33.6 1409 1891
15 20.1 5364 7200

5 6.71 *

I2-SI 50 67.1 489 657

W=26.6 lb 60 80.S 273 366

V=. 41 cu ft 70 93.9 101 136

V*= .745 ft 85 114 35.6 47.7

95 127 * *
105 141 13.2 17.8

17-S6 75 101 70.9 95.1
W=26.6 lb 65 87.Z 157 Z10
V- 412 cu ft 55 73.8 187 251

V1 =.745 ft 40 53.7 638 857

30 40.3 1444 1938

20 26.8 2968 3984

*= no data

I
I
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TABLE 15. - Strain energy data- Explosive AD ZOA I

Shot designation. Shot-to-gage Scaled Energy per Scaled energy
charge weight, distance distance unit area per unit area

charge volume, E E
volume1  a 2a 2

it it/it it-lb/ft ft-lb/ft /ft
-103  x 10- 3

4- S16 105 141 16.3 21.9

W=21.7 lb 95 127 20.2 27.1
V=.412 cuft 85 114 26.6 35.7

-. 745 ft 70 93.9 130 174

60 80.5 269 3611
50 67.1 686 921

8- SII zo 26.8 1949 Z616

W=2 1.7 lb 30 40.3 361 484
V=.412 cuft 40 53.7 688 9Z4
Vi= .745 It 55 73.8 188 z52

65 87.2 135 18z
75 101 72.3 97.1

16-S7 90 121 32.8 44.0

W=Z1.7 lb 80 107 47. Z 63.3 -

V=.41Z cuft 70 93.9 67.8 91.0

V=. 745 ft 55 73.8 297 398
45 60.4 563 755

35 47.0 1688 ZZ66 1

19- S4 5 6.71 * *

W=21.7 lb 15 ZO.1 7165 9618

V=.412 cuft 25 33.6 1642 ZZ04

V 1=.745 ft 40 53.7 839 1126 --

50 67.1 394 529
60 80.5 155 z08

* No data
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I TABLE 16. - Strain energy data- Explosive AD-P

Shot designation. Shot-to-gage Scaled Energy per Scaled energy
charge weight. distance distance unit area per unit area
charge volume. R/ EV
volume* a  aVa 2

ft ftift ft-lblft ft-lblft Ift
10-3 10-3

6-SIS 90 121 33.5 45.0
* W=19.6 lb 80 107 146 197

V-.412 cuft 70 93.9 66.7 119
I.745 ft 55 73.8 269 361

45 60.4 * *
35 47.0 Z539 348

I 10- SIZ 5 6.71 68.070 91.400

W=19.6 lb 15 ZO.1 836 11.860
V.41 cuft25 33.6 1290 173Z

V .74 ft 40 53.7 183 246
50 67.1 *
60 80.5 39.8 53.4

14- SS 105 141 17.8 23.9
W=19.6 lb 95 127 49.0 65.8

6 5 41Z cu ft as 114 25.5 34.Z

=.745 ft 70 93.9 100 134
60 80.5 165 221

I 50 67.1 283 380

18- S3 zo Z6.8 3521 47Z6
3 W=19.6 lb 30 40.3 1487 199

Vu.412 cuft 40 53.7 729 979
I .74S ft55 73.8 z9 39Z

65 87.Z 133 179

75 101 45.0 60.4I
I
I
I
1
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'TABLE 17. -Strain energy data- Explosive SG 45

Sot designation. Shot-to-gage Scaled Energy per Scaled energy

charge weight .  distance distance unit area per unit area

charge volumue, RJV E Ei
.olume/ a a 2

ft ftIft ft-Jb/ ft-lb/ft Ift
-3 -3

10 x 10

Z- 9 50 67.1 51S 691
W=Z9.Z lb 60 80.s 264 354"J

V-. 41Z cu ft .70 93.9 143 19Z

v1 =.745ft 85 114 67.2 90.Z
95 127 65.8 88.3

105 141 75.1 101

7-S14 75 101 119 160

W-,29.Z lb 65 87.2 120 16

V=.41 cu It 55 73.8 535 717

V*- .74S ft 40 53.7 1109 1489
30 40.3 1963 Z635

20 Z6.8 Z937 3942

is- S 35 47.0 2995 4O0

W--29.Z lb 45 60.4 1209 16Z3

V=.412 cu ft 55 73.8 551 740

*=.1145 ft 70 93.9 202 Z71

80 107 92 9 125

9 121 45.7 61.4

20-3 5 60 80.5 156 Z10

W--29.2 lb 50 67.1 Z55 342

Y- 412 cu ft 40 53 7 1012 1358

.745 ft z5 33.6 1843 Z474

15 ZO. 1 U, 176 16.340

5 6.71 *

W 1O data
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a /V' K (R/V3)n (3)

I whereI K strain energy intercept constant,

j and n = strain energy decay exponent or slope.

The values of K and n are given in table 13.

Particle Acceleration

I Particle acceleration data are given in tables 18 to 21. Amplitude and

time measurements were the same as the measurements of strain re-

j cords. Positive acceleration is defined as motion radially outward from

the shotpoint and negative acceleration as radial motion toward the shot-

I point.

Scaled peak positive acceleration distance was plotted versus scaled

distance as shown in figures 25 to 28. Plots of scaled peak negative

acceleration data versus scaled distance are shown in figures 29 to 32.

The vertical line through each set of data represents one standard

deviation unit about the mean of the data. Because the plots are linear

on log-log coordinate plots, particle acceleration can be represented

j by the following equation:

A V= K (RIV) (4
j where

A = peak acceleration,

I A V - scaled acceleration,

K = intercept at scaled distance of I,

R/VN= scaled distance,

Iand n = slope or decay exponent.

Statistical methods were used to calculate the value of n and four values

of K (one for each. explosive) for positive acceleration and corresponding

values for negative acceleration. The values of K and n and the standard

deviations are given in table 22.

!

I
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TABLE 18.- Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive AD 10

Shot designation. Gage No. Shot-to-gage Scaled Peak Scaled

charge weight, distance distance positive positive

charge folume, accele- accele- I
volume ration ration

R RIV* A A Vi
ft ft/ft g's g's x ft

5-SI0 A7 35 47.0 * * J
WwZ6.6 lb AS 45 60.4 * *

V=.412 cuft A9 55 73.8 * *

V.745 ft AlO 70 93.9 * *

All 80 107 * *
A12 90 121 * *

9-S13 A7 60 80.5 .498 .371

W=26.6 lb AS 50 .67.1 .992 .739

V- 412 cuft A9 40 53.7 1.74 1.30
Via .745 ft AIO 25 33.6 8.12 6.05

All 15 20.1 22.6 16.8
AI2 5 6.71 300 224 i

12-Sl Al 50 67.1 1.55 1.15

W=26.6 Ib AZ 60 80.5 1.11 .827

V=.412 cuft A3 70 93.9 1.12 .834

V*= .745 ft A4 85 114 .305 .227

AS 95 127 .Z86 .213

A6 105 141 * *

17-S6 Al 75 101 .312 .232

W=26.6 lb AZ 65 87.2 .264 .197

V=.412 cuft A3 55 73.8 .727 .542

V*= .745 ft A4 40 53.7 2.13 1.59

A5 30 40.3 4.52 3.37

A6 20 26.8 * *

*No data
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1 TABLE 18. - Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive AD 10

Negative Peak Negative Acceleration Acceleration Velocity Velocity
accele- positive velocity rise time fall time rise fall

ration velocity time time

A V v t r If t r tf

I ts in/sec inlsec sec sec see sec

x 10 - 3  x 10 3  x 10- 3  x 10- 3

I *Jq tq *

Z.99 .144 .803 2.625 Z.6Z5 3.000 Z.6Z5
3.97 .267 1.01 2.399 2.336 2.588 2.588

5.84 .433 1.58 .070 2.525 Z.336 2.65Z

14.9 1.38 3.46 1.136 2.146 1.389 2399

24.0 2.97 5.76 .568 Z.ZlO 1.199 2.146

Z44 37.6 51.5 1.389 1.515 1.452 1.957

4.64 .337 1.19 1.894 2.588 2.273 Z. 904

3.54 Z * 2.375 Z.125 *

1.53 .343 .363 2.125 2.50 2.688 2.188

1.48 .0664 .365 3.078 2.638 2.827 3.015

1.18 .0857 .366 3.455 2.827 3.3Z9 3.078

1 1.87 .0789 .502 3.598 2.336 3.788 2.525

Z.00 .0839 .558 3.266 2.575 3.329 Z.764

I Z.59 .Z28 .836 2.827 Z.387 3.141 2.387

5.33 .544 1.46 Z.146 2.210 2.210 Z.336

10.1 .925 Z.65 1.389 Z.146 1.515 2.146

I * No data

I
I
! ___________
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TABLE 19. - Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive AD ZOA

Shot designation, Gage No. Shot-to-gage Scaled Peak Scaled I
charge weight, distance distance positive positive
charge olume. accele- accele-
Volumel ration ration

R R/V* A AV*
ft ft/ft g' s g' s x ft

4-S16 A7 105 141 .261 .194
W=Z1.7 lb AS 95 127 .263 .196
V=.412 cuft A9 85 114 .297 .2Z1
V - .745 ft AIO 70 93.9 .642 .478

All 60 80.5 .938 .669
AlZ 50 67.1 1.14 .849

a- S11 A7 20 26.8 11.3 8.42
W=2"1.7 lb AS 30 40.3 5.56 4.14
V=.41Z cuft A9 40 53.7 2.13 1.59
Vi 745 ft AIO 55 73.8 .929 .692

All 65 87.2 .524 .390
AIZ 75 101 .422 .314

16-S7 Al 90 121 .172 .128 1
W=21.7 lb AZ 80 107 .205 .153

V=.412 cu ft A3 70 93.9 .312 .232

Vi .745 ft A4 55 73.8 .689 .513
AS 45 60.4 1.40 1.04
A6 35 47.0 * *

19- S4 Al 5 6.71 194 145

W=Z1.l7 Ib AZ 15 20.1 26.7 19.9

V=.412 cu ft A3 a5 33.6 7.56 5.63

Vil: .745 ft A4 40 53.7 2.37 1.77

AS 50 67.1 .698 .520

A6 60 80.5 * *

* No data
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I TABLE 19.- Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive AD 20A

I Negative Peak Negative Acceleration Acceleration Velocity Velocity
accele- positive velocity rise time fall time rise fall
ration velocity time time

A V V tr  t I tr  tf
I I's in/sec in/sec sec sec sec sec

x 10-3  x 10- 3  x 10-3  x 10-3

1.17 .0560 .296 4.711 2.261 5.025 2.387
1.43 .0530 .374 3.313 2.313 3.750 Z.387
1.91 .0714 .479 3.157 2.399 3.472 2.336
Z.82 .205 .643 3.769 2.450 3.957 2.701

4.07 .224 .983 2.638 Z.513 2.952 2.198
S 4.57 .271 1.21 2.638 2.701 2.638 2.638

19.3 2.17 4.62 .879 2.513 1.193 2.450
13.3 1.29 3.43 1.068 2.513 1.382 2.513

6.56 .600 1.84 1.884 2.513 2.261 2.575

I 3.13 .324 .991 2.638 2.701 3.078 2.889

2.10 .142 .610 3.266 2.638 3.580 2.827

1.44 .0909 .374 3.141 2.701 3.643 2.638

1.23 .0541 .295 4.083 2.827 3.392 2.952

I 1.20 .0797 .260 2.953 3.015 3.141 3.015

1.99 .0850 .457 3.141 z.952 3.141 3.015

3.14 .192 .752 3.015 2.387 3.015 2.513

I 5.06 .334 1.18 Z.513 2.198 2.701 2.324

I 101 39.5 * 1.094 .781 1.382 .691

25.1 3.17 5.18 .500 Z.188 1.000 2.188113.7 1.43 3.03 1.250 2.250 1.563 2.313

6.35 .541 1.67 Z.500 Z.500 Z.625 2.750

3.63 .190 1.04 2.688 2.500 2.688 2.938

I * No data

I
I
I
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TABLE 20. - Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive AD-P

Shot designation, Gage No. Shot-to-gage Scaled Peak Scaled

charge weight, distance distance positive positive

charge volum e, accele- accele-

volumae* ration ration

R R/VI A AV v
ft ft/ft g is g' s x ft

6-SIS A7 90 121 .Z58 .192

W=19.6 Ib AS 80 107 .409 .305

V=.412 cu ft A9 70 93.9 .543 .405

V= .745 ft AlO 55 73.8 .906 .675
All 45 60.K 1.84 1.37

AIZ 35 47.0 3.16 2.35

10-S12 A7 5 6.71 153 114

W=19.6 1b AS 15 20.1 10.2 7.60

V=.412 cu ft A9 25 33.6 5.86 4.37

v .74S ft AlO 40 53.7 * *

All 50 67.1 .570 .425

AIZ 60 80.5 * * -

14-S Al 105 141 .0928 .0691

W=19.6 lb AZ 95 127 .121 .0901

V-.412 cuft A3 85 114 .158 .118

V$=.745 ft A4 70 93.9 .386 .228

AS 60 80.5 .603 .449

A6 50 67.1 * *

18-S3 Al 20 26.8 12.1 9.01

W=19.6 1b AZ 30 40.3 5.37 4.00

V- 41Z cu ft A3 40 53.7 2.34 1.74

.745 ft A4 55 73.8 1.08 .805

AS 65 87.2 .466 .347

A6 75 101 * *

* No data
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3 TABLE 20. - Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive AD-P

3 Negative Peak Negative Acceleration Acceleration Velocity Velocity
accele- positive velocity rise time fall time rise fall
ration velocity time tine

A V V t T ft 1

I Is in/sec in/sec sec sec sec sec

x 10-3 3 -x - 3 x 103

U 1.55 .0552 .455 4.063 2.500 4.063 2.750
1.87 .0929 .502 3.750 2.188 3.688 2.5,00
2.51 .105 .681 3.6Z5 2.250 3.688 2.500
3.86 .199 1.13 Z. 813 2.500 3. '25 2.500
5.53 .511 1.40 Z. 438 21. 250 2."625 2.5DO

9.30 .761 2.33 1.840 2.221 2 . 010 2. 387

69 38.2 38.2 1.319 1.696 1,63-3 1. 822

30.7 3. 00 7.67 .503 1.884 1.,256 2. 010

14.5 1.21 3.88 1256 2.261 1. 319 2.450
I5.15 * * *, t :**

4.63 .1" 1.20 1. 375 2.313 2.,938 2.439

5.65 *0 1.53 * 9 . *

1.04 .0152 .262 3,.769 2.88"9 4.3,97 2.45D

1.11 .0395 .276 3.141 2.952 3.140 3.015

1.66 .0450 .415 3.141 2.764 3.14.0 3,015

2.26 .0903 .591 3.141 2.513 3.141 2. 27

2.58 .173 .637 2.SZ 2-324 3.1-41 2.4510

I 20.6 Z. 51 4.41 .884 2.Z73 1. 45 2.336

11.1 1.11 Z. 74 1,578 2. 146 1.578 2.336

6.67 .570 1.68 1.957 2.020 2.083 2.,5

3.36 .285 .889 3.141 2. 136 3.141 3.078

2.08 .159 .530 3.346 2.588 3.409 2.167

I No data

1
I
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TABLE 2 1,. - IA-ear array particle acceleration fdata.-Explosive SG 45

Shot A-e~uialdom. Ga~ge M. 56ft-to-gg Scaled -Peak -SaledI
ca"ge weiSNUt, distance distance positive Positive
C11age V0hm accele- accele-

~m~ineirationm ration

R aI A AV*
ft ft/i1t eis te axft

2-9A750 67.1 1.96- 1.468
W-219.2 116 As 6* 60.5 LIS. 657
V'm42 cu tt A19 70 1.9 .601 .452
Ak .- #,Ast AIS as 114 .383 .Z8S

All 9S 121 .379 .28
AU 103 141 .24z .160

7-3114 Al 1 75 101 .38S .261
WLZ,.Z ]b AS 65 67.2 .439 .327
Vm.41Z caft Al 55 13.8 .163 S56
V* . 14S St Ale 40 53.7 2.25 I.6"

All 30 40.3 5.62 4.19
AIZ 20 26.8 14.6 10.9

13- S Al 3S 41.0 4.18 3.111
W-29. b Al 45 60.4 2.10 1.56

V=.4]LZ caft A3 55 73.8 1.50 1.12

A .1145ft A4 T0 93. .110 .5Z9
AS so 107 .446 .332

A(6 '90 I2 '

z0-35 Al 60 6.3 .460 .343r
W=. bAoZ so (67.1 S527 .393

V=.lI Cmft A3 40 53.7 1.59q 1.16

* ,Am A4 as 33.6 6.55 4.66
AS is 20.1l Z4.5 16.3

A6 5 (6.14
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I TABLE 21. - Linear array particle acceleration data-Explosive SG 45

I Negative Peak Negative Acceleration Acceleration Velocity Velocity
accele- positive velocity rise time fall time rise fall
ration velocity time time

A V V t r t r
injsec in/aec sec sec sec sec

S10 - 3  x 10 - 3  x 10-3 x 10-3

4.96 .488 1.4Z 2.778 2.904 2.841 2.841
3.29 .335 .740 2.500 2.688 Z.375 2.841

Z.Z3 .11 .727 3.266 2!a64 3.266 3.266
1.80 .110 .509 4.040 3.030 4.040 3.535
1.78 .0675 525 4.648 3.015 4.648 3.015
1.38 .0978 .349 4.565 2.764 4.585 3.015

2.62 .1E .728 3.329 2.952 3.329 3.015
3.51 .167 .'25 3.438 2.688 3.750 2.625
4.88 .Zl0 1.36 Z.827 2.764 3.204 2.764
8.34 .646 2.16 2.500 2.625 2.668 2.875

14.1 1.16 3.97 1.375 2.438 1.438 Z.563
21.2 2,41 5.47 .879 2.513 1.068 Z.701

11.1 .947 2.81 1.622 2.5"5 1.947 2.952
6.01 .490 1.52 %.073 2.638 2.324 Z.952
4.43 .37Z 1.17 2.513 2.575 Z.638 Z.952
2.53 .179 .71Z 3.141 2.701 3.266 3.141

S 1.68 138 .459 3.141 3.141 3.266 3.141

299 .154 .731 2.513 3.015 2.74 3.455
3.90 .161 .994 2.375 3.250 1.938 3.313

6.08 .444 1.54 2.387 2.764 2.638 2.575

12.6 1.36 3.21 1.445 2.450 1.759 2.450

26.8 3.45 5.95 .?So 2.436 1.125 2.625

1* No data

I
I

_L
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TABLE 22. - Particle motion propagation law constants and standard 1
deviations.

Explosive Scaled positive Scaled negative Rise time FaU time

acceleration acceleration I
1/ 2/

K sE K SE K SE K SE

i' a xft a x ft s sec s sec 5

x 104  x 104  x 10 3  x 10 - 3

AD 10 1.99 40.5 .321 21.9 .0811 14.6 2.03 8.4

AD ZOA 1.87 39.7 .324 21.7 .0860 14.8 2.13 8.2

AD-P 1.83 40.1 .354 21.5 .0868 15.0 2.01 8.1

SG 45 2.zz 39.9 .394 21.8 .0887 14.9 Z.34 8.1

Slope. n -2.39 -1.67 .86 0.11

S +.19 +.03 +.04 +.02

Explosive Positive velocity Negative velocity Rise time FaU time
K SE K SE K SE K SE

in/sec S in/sec 5 sec 5 sec S

x 10 3x10
3  x 10 - 3  x 10 3

AD 10 2.62 39.9 1.03 23.5 .146 14.3 2.16 9.6

ADZOA 2.71 39.8 1.04 23.4 .156 14.1 2.15 9.3

AD-P 2.62 39.6 1.14 23.0 IS1 14.1 2.18 9.S TT

SG 45 3.22 39.8 1.29 ZZ.6 .154 14.2 2.47 9.4 1

Slope. n -Z.18 -1.65 0.74 0.11

S ..06 +.04 +.04 +.02

1/ K * intercept at R/VA 1.0. Z/ SEa The standard deviation abouat the mere.

E
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I Particle Velocity

The particle velocity data were obtained by electronically integrating the
acceleration records. A study of the acceleration records and the velo-
city indicates that the integration process was reliable. Furthermore,
over most of the propagation distances in the test series, the shape of
particle velocity and strain pulses should be identical if the direct, radial
portion of each pulse is considered. Comparison of the pulses verified
that the early portions were of the same shape. However, little corre-
lation was expected or evidenced beyond the calculated time of arrival of
surface reflected waves.

Peak positive velocity, negative velocity, and the associated rise and
fall times as obtained from the integrated records are given in tables
18 to 21. Again, positive defines radial outward particle motion and
negative defines radial inward particle motion. Positive and negative
particle velocity have both been plotted as a function of scaled distance
for each explosive. The plots on log-log coordinates are shown in
figures 33 to 40. Particle velocity data have been fitted to the following
equation:

I v = KRIVt n  (5)
where

1 v = particle velocity.

The values of n and K and the standard deviations are given in table 22.

I Period Data

Rise and fall times were read from all records. These times for strain
data are given in tables 9 to 12 and for acceleration and particle velocity
in tables 18 to 2 1. The period data were scaled and plotted versus scaled
distance on log-log coordinates as shown in figures 41 to 64. Rise and fall
times were treated separately for each type of particle motion and for each
explosive. The scaled data are represented by the following equation:

t/V* = K (R/VI )n (6)I whe re

t - time, either rise time, t or
fall time, tf. r

I
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404.

The values df K and nfOT accdleration andv~lec ity.data, are iiven I in
'table.ZZ, and for straiimdata4inAble 3.

:-Several facts about ithe pe-riod data setsituff 4pa-rt'fromOthe-rmoJtkA,, .-

at least frTom ,granit-e (Nichills andiHeo6ke-z,, I i96?). d n'tbiffithe' detonation
tim e of the exqilosive was only ~a smalfracttionof'1the rise Itimr.IQ. 'Rise
timne was AtTongly dependent on, t-ravedl diatavw, i=reai-ing withtin--

creased travel distance.Flltmseevey a-yidpueto
travel dis tance. 'For a symmetric-Al piisv, -riseitime Aimldiea-

b~JI the fall time. !The aeaymnretricalilpallseli-nttff ,Iil-i-setines
IlIew.s thanfafll imels f-aor sleditce'es ta-0'o:6LfVit.1F-r

sa-caled di stances getr hn~0 o-8 tI ,rs'tms'ee~ea
'thbaxiIAll'tinmes a h.ot~~il~eql~i~ S ~
longwr ris,,eand, fd.llttimes i tha-n' the, xibther qeXO~xiives Hiti.7

(G-ahked.2Zone Measuremenfts

fin'the g-ranite; report, it-.va&s dhown' that'the sz f hraiyc~aef~

an explosion im -ro -6k was, direXttly I-r'lAt-ed I to Itke, aMxziint Il trMii, n-

ce-rated. Siiiair m-ea surementts wem~-re -andutted i-n'taff. .Afte-r-a-re*qn-

sioxi in ;a sIhithdle, ~a stupply )of -conWres sed jair'wa;s~kiretekliiktotthe

hol. Mte-xial v*hirdh had I ibemn, cruiek was ' Yje-cted ii-ramttheliudLx. Tliv-e
size nd ~hpe cil the cavity va-s the-nuiue'asuredlby aidduiug'aoninr

-m-ent s of sand and measuring' the I kuildup, in' tHie Ihole. -Shbthd'm~sI)9aamid 114

-coull not be -m'easu-redl b'-ciau-se thesadtemiu ntUelIacw -
pacted so, tighl duigdtrain htre-ztr'wsii ssil.Lnt

p-robleni in c leaning' te Ihdl'es,-was i thait. xif rpasible, -iIargenieitt nft thse

cavity. Am .over sqplily, of -crnipxessved rorw ige-a*ostox -

vigorously inlthe cavity, was siilfi-oieit olbred~1!p tand ,jerttinifrdkwn
o)r unc-rushedituff. e'vme f e:auhe zolas enpe*k

!The crushed ;zone7r.preseiits, ia-2 A0 tteot' kiiam'zt'er, zcavityl1!ptto 55 AJffmetibn
Aitht -s conpar'e I' to' the oiia aae4xi hde ;dimensxm ko f 005 tofe in

Ia-rgrs t average vAlme o f Q-ruAi'Kvdz*e xiunvi' /4bargXe'.vdlume Tti aas ewe-

iar'1 the -SG 45 -vi*o'sivn.
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The maximum calculated tensile stress was 34 psi based on a value of
Young' s modulus of 0.6 x 106 psi. The theoretical permissible tensile
stress and the observed maximum tensile stress are in agreement and
indicate that the outer limit of Zone liA, for the test series, about 30
feet from the center of the explosive charge.

In the discussion of Zone MIB,. Chabai points out that in this region, the
"shock propagation velocity, U, decreases as pressure increases. This

results in the well known ' elastic precursor' ". A change in the pulse
shape, particularly in the rise time portion of the pulse, could be ex-
pected under these conditions. The scaled rise time versus scaled dis-
tance plots from strain data (figures 41 to 44) show a marked change at
a scaled distance of Z5 ft/ft or a distance of 18.6 feet. A minimum
value of rise time, tr, occurs at this point with larger values of rise
time occurring at both smaller and larger distances. This indication
is proposed as the boundary between Zones IlIA and IIB as shown in

figure 66.

A third limit or boundary can be implied from the tensile strain data.
This limit is between the crushed Zone IV and crack Zone 1UB. If the

material being crushed is assumed to be permanently deforming in com-

pression, no tensile strain would be expected to exist. An examination

of the tensile strain versus scaled distance plots (figures 17 to 20) shows

that tensile strain becomes zero at a distance somewhere between 5 and

15 feet from the charge. Additionally, period data may be used to esti-

mate the limit of crushing. Assuming that the period of the pulse is
controlled by the size of the cavity created, the following equation would
be expected to hold: (Duvall, Atchison, 1950).

2 C tfa = - (8)

where 
1T

a = radius of cavity, limit of crushing*

C = longitudinal propagation velocity.

and tf = fall time of strain pulse.
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-T

The calculated cavity radius was about 10 feet which compares favorably I
with the estimated limit of crushing from zero tensile strain.

7
The estimated stresses as calculated from strain values and a Young' a -1
modulus of 6 x 06 psi were: "T

a at Zone II, IliA boundary = 34 psi

a at Zone IIIA, IB boundary = 50 psi

a at Zone MUB, IV boundary = 150 psi

The average static compressive strength of four 2-I/2 inch long,"
2-1/8 inch diameter tuff cores was 840 + 155 psi, quite different from
the 150 psi calculated at the limit of crushing. However, the value of
Young' s modulus is undoubtedly incorrect when measured in the acoustic
zone and applied in the crushed zone. I

Plots of scaled rise time versus scaled distance for acceleration and
particle velocity data show the same minimum and change of slope that j
the plots from strain data do. However, the acceleration and particle
velocity data do not show the maximum negative phase that tensile strain
does. Nor do they show a negative phase approaching zero as tensile I
strain does. This is because of the nature of particle motion, motion
and gage must both come to rest. I
The slopes for the positive phase of strain, acceleration, and particle
velocity are respectively -2.03, -2.39, and -2. 18. Radial strain and
particle velocity should attenuate the same and there is no significant
difference in the data. Based upon Ricker' s theory (1940), the slopes
should be -(1 + 3b), -(I + 4b) and -(I + 3b), respectively. Numerically,
the slopes would then be -2.03, -2.37, and -2.03, assuming that
I + 3b = 2.03. The observed slopes are not significantly different than
those predicted by Ricker. The presence of reflected waves undoubtedly -

has some effect on the slopes because the positive phase is subject to
interference from reflections at scaled distances greater than about
60 ft/ft.

The slopes for the negative phase of strain, acceleration, and particle -

velocity are -1.83, -1.67, and -1.65, respectively. This relationship
indicates that reflected waves do have a greater influence on velocity -

and acceleration amplitudes than on strain amplitudes,
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The slope of the strain energy propagation law should be twice the slope of
the strain propagation law if there is no broadening of the pulse with dis-

tance. The fact that the strain energy slope of -2.98 is much less than

twice the strain slope of -2.03, indicates that there has been considerable
absorption and broadening of the pulse as it traveled outward. Table 25

provides a comparison of strain and strain energy slopes and the absorp-
tion and broadening of the pulse in tuff, granite and salt.

I TABLE 25. - Comparison of absorption- tuff, salt and granite

I Rock Strain slope Energy slope 2x strain slope Relative
absorption

NE N 2N-NE/ZN

' Tuff -2.03 -2.98 -4.06 .266

Granite -1.80 -3.24 -3.60 .100

I Salt -1.25 -2.34 -2.50 .064

The column headed ZN is the energy slope which theoretically would exist
in the absence of broadening and absorption. The column headed 2NC-NE/2NC
provides a comparison of the relative broadening and absorption in the three

rock types which is obviously greatest in tuff and least in salt.

I Although strain and particle velocity pulses have similar shapes as expected.

and the decay exponent is not significantly different for their respective

I propagation laws, their relative amplitudes do not agree with theory. At

relatively large distances, several charge radii, strain and particle velo-

city are related:

whr t a strain.

v = particle velocity,

I
I
I
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Table 26 provides a comparison of observed compressive strain values
versus compressive strain calculated from observed particle velocity

and C z 6080 ft/sec. Values are from explosive SG 45.

TABLE 26. - Strain and particle velocity 1
Scaled Observed particle Calculated Observed

distance velocity strain strain J
in/sec pin/in A in/in

10 20 274 680 1
40 1 14 40 J

100 .135 1.9 6.2

Strain and particle velocity amplitudes differ by about a factor of three.
If the propagation velocity were 2000 ft/sec, fair agreement would exist.
However, this appears completely unrealistic. A more realistic approach I
suggests that strain amplitudes are not absolute because they are dependent
upon the grout and the core on which they are mounted and could not there-
fore be considered as absolute values. If the Young' s modulus of the core-
grout inclusion is less than for the surrounding medium, the strain ob-
served by the gage would be greater than the strain transmitted in the J
medium. Particle velocity amplitudes are considered to be more abso-
lute than strain amplitudes. I

Energy Transfer

The total radial strain energy, H. at any distance may be calculated from

the scaled radial strain energy per unit area:

H = [ E/v 4 [ R/A]2 (10) -
where

H a total radial strain energy.

E /V*= radial strain energy radiating outward per
a i

unit area.

4 n [R/V 4 ] z surface area 9 f a sphere with scaled
radius of R/Vt,
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IThe total energy of an explosive may be estimated from iNRT/(Y - 1), where
N is the moles of gaseous products of detonation per unit volume of explo-
sive; R, the gas constant; T, the detonation temperature; and y is the

ratio of the specific heats. The percentage of the calculated explosive
energy transferred to the rock as strain energy can then be expressed as
the ratio of H to NRT/(y - 1) times 100%.

Table 27 gives the values of total radial strain energy and relative energy

transferred to the rock for the four explosives used. The data are dif-
ferent in two respects than those reported from granite. First, the rela-
tive energy transferred in tuff was about 1. 5% and ranged from 12 to 32%
in granite. However, the percentages for granite were probably too large

because of an apparent decrease in the slope of strain and strain energy
propagation laws at small scaled distances which was not considered.
Second, a threefold change in the percentages of relative strain energy

I transferred was observed in granite for six explosives covering a char-
acteristic impedance ratio range from 0.16 to 0.52. Only about a 10%
change was observed in tuff for the four explosives with characteristic

impedance ratios ranging from 0.76 to 1.92. It had been shown previously
in the granite zeport and from salt (Nicholls and Duvall, 1962), that ex-
plosives having characteristic impedances which closely matched the im-
pedance of the rock, impedance ratio approaching 1.0, transfer a greater

percentage of the available energy to the rock. The amount of energy
transferred decreases rapidly as the value of the characteristic impedance
ratio decreases from 0.7 to 0.0. For the characteristic impedance ratios
in tuff, only a 5 % change in the values of the percentage of relative strain

energy transferred is predicted from acoustic theory.

I Characteristic Impedance and Particle Motion

For tuff the plot of peak strain intercept versus detonation pressure for

each of the explosives was a curved line, as in granite, indicating that the
detonation pressures were not directly proportional to the stress trans-

ferred to the medium (figure 67). Thus, elastic theory was inadequate

in tuff, as it was in granite, to reconcile the results. The transfer of
pressure across a plant boundary due to a plane elastic wave striking at

normal incidence is:

1
I
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TABLE 27. - Energy transfer

Explosive Total energy Relative strain energy

H 1/ transferred to the rock

NRT(Y - 1)x 0

ft-lb/ft 3xl06 percent J
AD 10 1.04 1.48

AD ZOA 1.20 1.48 1
AD-P 1.15 1.56

SG 45 2.01 1.62 1
I H = [E1 v 4  (RIV) where Rv = 1.0.

P- I
= _ Z 11111

where P = pressure in the medium,

P = detonation pressure,

Z = (,p C) e( C) r= ratio of characteristic
impedances.

p density of explosive or rock.

C = detonation or propagation velocity of
explosive or rock.

and (p C)e = characterstic impedance of explosive.

(p C) characteristic impedance of rock.

Assuming that stress in the medium is directly proportional to strain in the

medium, equation (11) can be rewritten:

-7
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Fig. 67 -Peak Strain vs. Detonation Pressure and Medium Stress.
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2
KIP = A ( 1 Z ) (12) A

where -T

K = peak strain intercept,
and A = proportionality constant. -I

Figure 68 is a log-log plot of the values of KIP versus Z for the data from
four explosives in tuff. The dashed line represents equation (12) and ob-
viously does not fit the data. The solid line is the statistically determined A
straight line fitted to the data: 2 1

KIP = 15.7 x 10 - z  (13)

The value of the constant A in equation (12) was chosen to be the same as I
the statistically determined constant at Z = 1. 0. It appears that shock
wave transmission across the explosive-tuft boundary has occurred and
elastic theory is inadequate to describe the observed data. If the pressure
enhancement, Pm /P. is considered, equation (13) conveniently reduces to:

-1.33
P /P = Z (14)

The stress in the medium may then be calculated and plotted versus the I
peak strain intercept for each explosive resulting in a straight line as ex-
pected and as shown in figure 67. ]

The results from four explosives in tuff are not drastically different than
those reported from granite and salt (Nicholls and Hooker, 1962). The
same analysis was made for values of KIP versus Z for four explosives
in salt and six explosives in granite. The calculated values of P /P and
Z for all three rock types are given in table 28 and plotted in figue 69. -

These are derived values, obtained from KIP versus Z curves for each
rock type. All curves are of the type:

P P Z- n  15
m

and must therefore intersect at Z 1. 0.
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TABLE 28.- Pressure enhancement- tuff, granite and salt

Explosive Medium stress Detonation pressure P /P Z
and m 6P, lb/in x O P, lb/in x 10

rock type in

Tuff ]

AD 10 .288 .20 1.44 .76
AD ZOA .403 .32 1.26 .84
AD-P .445 .32 1.39 .78

SG 45 .473 1.11 .426 1.92

Granite 1
AD-P 1.06 .36 2.94 .17
AD 20 1.26 .50 2.52 .22
SG 30 1.48 .69 2.14 .28 1
Comp. B 1.91 .97 1.97 .32
SG 60 1.95 1.24 1.57 .47

HVG 80 2.43 1.65 1.47 .52

Salt ]

AD-P .663 .23 2.74 .21

TNT 1.21 .75 1.61 .48 1
SG 45 1.24 .83 1.49 .54

HVG 60 1.73 1.65 1.05 .92

The results from salt and granite are very similar. The results from tuff
are different because of the larger value of n. For all three sets of data.

the effect of characteristic impedance appears to be greater than the effect

predicted by acoustic theory. 7

The difference between the value of n for tuff and n from salt and granite

may have been due to two causes. Shock-wave propagation would be much

more prevalent in tuff. Some evidence of a propagation velocity increase -

was noticed with an increase in stress level although not definite enough -T

for a detailed analysis. The presence of shock waves indicates that the

shock wave velocity should be used in the characteristic impedance ratio.

T
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However, the shock wave velocity is not sufficiently well known to justify
its use. An additional contributing factor may have been the measured

detonation velocities for the explosives used in tuff. The values given in
table 8 from which the detonation pressure and characteristic impedance
values were calculated, are based upon one detonation rate measurement

for each explosive. Electrical" noiseP' problems prohibited taking
additional measurements.

The peak intercepts for particle velocity and acceleration were scaled
by the appropriate detonation pressure for each explosive in tuff. These
values were then plotted versus the proper characteristic impedance
ratio as shown in figures 70 and 71. An equation in the form of a power
law function was calculated for each by standard regression analysis

methods. The plane wave acoustic law for each is shown as a dashed
line intersecting the power law function at Z = 1. 0. These curves show
again a stronger effect than that predicted by simple acoustic theory.

Particle Acceleration

Particle acceleration data from small surface shots (table 2); from cali-
bration shots (table 24); and from the linear array tests (table 2 1); were
scaled and plotted versus scaled distance (figure 72). The data are from
SG 45 explosive shots only, in order to eliminate impedance effects.
These were all in the Hackberry Mountain tuff. For comparison, data
(table 24) from Rainier, a 1. 7 Kiloton nuclear shot in -, Oak Springs
tufi are shown in figure 72. Though the data are at different amplitude
levels, they are sufficiently close for prediction purposes. Tests in
both rock types were designed so that seismic waves originated in.
propagated through, and were recorded in the same tuff medium. The
difference in amplitude level may be due to difference in rock type.

Conclusions

Pulse shapes in grarate and tuff each have their own characteristics.
Absorption and dispersion are much greater in tuff than in granite. The
effect of characteristic impedance on explosion-generated strain or par-

ticle motion pulses is similar in tuff. granite and salt, although not

identical. In all three rock types, the effect is stronger than that pre-

dicted by acoustic theory.
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Ricker' s relationship between the decay exponents for particle velocity 4
and acceleration propagation laws are equally valid for tuff and granite.

His theoretical pulse shapes derived in shale are similar to those ob-

served in tuff.

Additional investigations are needed to explain the change in slope of

pressure enhancement versus impedance ratio as observed in tuff and

granite. Tests should be conducted in a soft homogeneous sandstone or

a similar medium.

I
'I
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